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	Building your own Python web applications provides you with the opportunity to have great
	functionality, with no restrictions. However, creating web applications with Python is not
	straightforward. Coupled with learning a new skill of developing web applications, you would
	normally have to learn how to work with a framework as well.


	Python 3 Web Development Beginner's Guide shows you how to independently build your
	own web application that is easy to use, performs smoothly, and is themed to your taste—all
	without having to learn another web framework.


	Web development can take time and is often fiddly to get right. This book will show you
	how to design and implement a complex program from start to finish. Each chapter looks
	at a different type of web application, meaning that you will learn about a wide variety
	of features and how to add them to your customized web application. You will also learn
	to implement jQuery into your web application to give it extra functionality. By using the
	right combination of a wide range of tools, you can have a fully functional, complex web
	application up and running in no time.


	A practical guide to building and customizing your own Python web application, without the
	restriction of a pre-defined framework.
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COM and .NET InteroperabilityApress, 2002
COM and .NET Interoperability provides a complete overview on the  process of building .NET applications which interact (interoperate) with  existing COM code. Before digging into that critical topic, Andrew offers a  concise overview of the COM architecture, and provides examples using various  COM frameworks (C++, ATL, and VB 6.0)....
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A Guide to Dissection of the Human BodyWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	In this second edition of A Guide to Dissection of the Human Body, certain dissecting instructions have been revised to increase clarity. Methodical and comprehensive, the guide complements various anatomy courses. The terminology has been checked and brought up to date, in accordance with the latest version of Terminologia Anatomica...
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Engineering and Managing Software RequirementsSpringer, 2005
Requirements engineering is the process by which the requirements for software systems are gathered, analyzed, documented, and managed throughout their complete lifecycle. Traditionally it has been concerned with technical goals for, functions of, and constraints on software systems. Aurum and Wohlin, however, argue that it is no longer appropriate...
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Encyclopedia Of Chemistry (Science Encyclopedia)Facts on File, 2005
Students beginning their study of chemistry are faced with understanding many terms that are puzzling and unrelated to contexts that make them understandable. Others may seem familiar, but in chemistry they have meanings that are not quite the same as when used in popular discourse. In science, terms need to have definite and specific meanings. One...
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ASP.NET 2.0 RevealedApress, 2003
The new version of ASP.NET includes many practical functions and a lot of  frequently requested features, including Master Pages, Themes, site navigation,  site counters and many more. And with the help of the new provider model, you  can now create many functions in so-called zero-code scenarios, without even one  line of source code. 
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Unix in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference for SVR4 and Solaris 7 (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 1999
You may have seen Unix quick-reference guides, but you've never seen anything like UNIX in a Nutshell. Not a scaled-down quick reference of common commands, UNIX in a Nutshell is a complete reference containing all commands and options, along with generous descriptions and examples that put the commands in context. For all but the...
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